




















































































































































The surreal is, semiotically speaking, a signifying effect, the confusion 
or a contradiction in conventional signifier-signified relations in 
representations and where a meaning is partially hidden, where the 
message appears ?enigmatic? regardless of how (or in what technological 
form) it has been produced. ?In short, the author of an enigmatic 




























A ?surrealist image? and its uncanny effect is produced not by ambiguity 
around the image (polysemy), but by an ambivalence in fundamental 
distinctions (e.g. fear and excitement, good and bad, love and hate and so 
on) and a condensation of these conflicting values at the level of signifier. 
?By violating the common sense of the photographic reference to 





















Raymond Queneau et Marcel Noll
N. Qu?est-ce que Benjamin Péret ?
Q. Une ménagerie révoltée, une jungle, la liberté.
***
Q. Qu?est-ce qu?André Breton ?
N. Un alliage d?humour et de sens du désastre ; quelque chose comme 
unchapeau haut de forme.
***
N. Qu?est-ce qu?un parapluie ?





































































































If Pater?s dictum that all art aspires to the condition of music may be said 
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